
Alissa Reporter v1.1.0

Release Notes

The Agilent Alissa Reporter platform is an intuitive and streamlined cloud-based NGS secondary analysis software as a service 
SaaS solution that delivers high performance variant detection with integrated genome browsing, a built-in quality control (QC) 
dashboard, and seamless connectivity to Agilent Alissa Interpret software. Integration of NVIDIA Clara Parabricks platform with the 
secondary analysis pipelines enables users to benefit from fast panel-specific data analysis solutions. Alissa Reporter completely 
automates data upload, analysis, and export, including direct export from your Amazon Web Services account.

In this release, Alissa Reporter 
will support the following 
Research Use Only (RUO) data 
analysis applications: 

Alissa Reporter for SureSelect 
Human All Exon V7 & SureSelect 
Human All Exon V8 (catalog DNA 
panels, p/n: G5395AA & G5396AA)

 – Germline SNV/InDel calling

 – Germline exon-level CNV calling

Alissa Reporter for SureSelect 
custom panels (custom DNA panel, 
p/n: G5398AA)

 – Germline SNV/InDel calling

 – Germline exon-level CNV calling

Key Features and Functionality
Intuitive upload wizard

 – Users can upload a "sequencing run" containing up to 768 zipped 
FASTQ files (<50GB per file) in a single upload action (from Illumina 
NextSeq, Illumina HiSeq 2000/2500, Illumina HiSeq 3000/4000, or 
Illumina NovaSeq).

 – The upload wizard supports automated "lane merging" of samples  
split across different lanes on applicable sequencing instruments  
(e.g. Illumina NextSeq).

Optimized algorithms for variant analysis

 – The algorithms support CNV/InDel and SNV calling

 – Samples can be analyzed with configurable and pre-configured 
alignment & calling parameters

 – Analysis options provide multiple deduplication methods including 
"positional", "single Molecular Barcode (MBC) consensus" or "duplex MBC 
consensus". 

 – Users can apply an in-silico filter (virtual) custom panel that limits the 
results shown to a subset of the genes/regions/variants that are part of 
the original assay kit. 

 – Results include annotation of variants using Alissa Annotation Server 
annotation rich sources.



Superior visualization tools to aid reviewing called variants 
in context

 – SNV/InDel and CNV variants are visualized in a sortable 
and filterable table

 – A detailed variant view (including additional information 
per variant) is available for SNV/InDel and CNV.  
A link to the detailed view is available from within the 
overview table. 

 – SNV/InDel variants have a detailed "Annotations tab" 
available, populated from Alissa Interpret

 – SNV/InDel variants can visually be inspected using 
an integrated genome browser ("SNV/InDel pileup") 
including read pileup. A link to the SNV/InDel pileup is 
available from within the SNV/InDel table. 

 – The SNV/InDel pileup allows visualization of secondary 
alignments and of the mapping quality (MapQ)

 – CNV variants can visually be inspected using an 
integrated genome browser ("CNV viewer"). A link to the 
CNV viewer is available from within the CNV table. 

 – The SNV/InDel pileup and CNV viewer views can 
be synchronized within the same sample or across 
different samples.

QC dashboard to provide relevant QC metrics

 – Relevant QC metrics are calculated and graphically 
represented per sample in a dedicated "sample QC 
dashboard"

 – Relevant QC metrics are graphically represented per 
sequencer run in a dedicated "run QC dashboard". 
The run QC dashboard visualizes summary statistics 
(minimum, mean, maximum) of the QC metrics of the 
samples included in the run.

 – The "sample QC dashboard" and "run QC dashboard" 
offer trending information, allowing evaluation of the 
QC metrics over time. 

 – The QC metrics in the QC dashboards include preset 
"minimum" and "recommended" thresholds that 
generate errors and warnings, respectively, when a 
sample fails to meet a threshold. 

 – Alissa Reporter calculates and reports "inaccessible 
regions" – regions below a certain coverage threshold 
that are inaccessible for data analysis.

Useful results output files

 – Variant results can be exported into multiple human-
readable format files including VCF (v.4.3) file

 – Many other output files including the inaccessible 
regions, QC metrics, BAM files, and summary of the 
analysis results can be (batch-)exported from the 
software.

Seamless integration with Alissa Interpret

 – Users with an active Alissa Interpret account have the 
option to link their Alissa Interpret Instance (v.5.3 or 
higher) to their Alissa Reporter account.

 – After successful configuration of the Alissa Interpret link: 

 – An automatic transmission of analysis results (VCF 
file, QC metrics file, inaccessible regions file) to Alissa 
Interpret can take place at the end of sample analysis 
in Alissa Reporter. 

 – An on-demand transmission of analysis results (VCF 
file, QC metrics file, inaccessible regions file) to Alissa 
Interpret can take place for successfully analyzed 
samples.

Automated import/export via Amazon Web Services (AWS)

 – Users with an AWS account have the option to link their 
AWS account to their Alissa Reporter account using an 
"AWS policy" (no password use required)

 –  After successful configuration of the AWS account, an 
automated process that uploads FASTQ files from AWS 
directly to the user’s Alissa Reporter account takes 
place; it is possible to start analysis automatically after 
upload. A user is also able to export analysis results, 
such as VCF or PDF report, to the Alissa Reporter user’s 
AWS account after analysis has completed. 

 – AWS automatic upload allows and existing in silico 
filter to be specified in an attribute file (.yaml) prior to 
import which will be applied for the analysis in Alissa 
Reporter. Different in silico filters can be specified for 
different samples in one single attribute file.

Custom design import from SureDesign

 – Alissa Reporter enables the import of SureSelect 
custom designs, including published "Community 
panels" and legacy catalog panels, from SureDesign 
into any account, using existing SureDesign credentials. 

 – After a SureSelect DNA custom design is imported, a 
distinct analysis application is created allowing users to 
adjust certain analysis parameters.



Deployments Availability
EU deployment
(https://eu.reporter.alissa.agilent.com) (located in Ireland) 
is available for all commercial activities outside the USA, 
Australia, and Asia Pacific.

USA deployment
(https://us.reporter.alissa.agilent.com) (located in N. Virginia, 
USA) is available for all commercial activities within the USA.

APAC deployment
(https://ap.reporter.alissa.agilent.com) (located in Sydney, 
Australia) is available for all commercial activities within 
Australia and Asia Pacific.

Alissa Reporter new account set up is handled by Agilent 
Support Personnel. Upon customer account creation, a user 
with elevated permissions (i.e. ‘admin’ role) has additional 
functionality within a certain account including, but not limited to:

 – Creating new logins

 – Changing password of existing logins

 – Managing roles of existing logins

 – Creating and managing labels

 – Creating and managing in silico filters

System Requirements for the Software
Supported browsers
Alissa Reporter supports recent versions of the following web 
browsers:

 – Google Chrome

 – Safari

 – Mozilla Firefox

 – Microsoft Edge

Known Limitations
 – A single multi-sample VCF exportable file is not 

supported. Only an archive with individual VCF files can 
be exported for a batch of samples.

 – Alignment of reads in pseudogenes, homologues, or 
other regions that are more difficult to map are not 
supported. Multi-mapping reads are removed during 
analysis and only primary reads are retained

 – When performing analysis on the run level and a 
technical failure occurs for a single sample, the entire 
run analysis will be canceled

 – QC metrices involving reads and base pairs are 
ignoring orphan reads and reads with mapping 
quality of 0. In certain cases, this may result in a 
slight underestimation of the coverage and related QC 
metrics (~1% lower than with inclusion of these reads). 
The same holds for the calculation of inaccessible 
regions, which might be slightly overestimated due to 
the underestimation of the coverage. 

 – Analysis of a set of FASTQ files which are not merged 
by lane and which have a total size (gzipped) of ~20GB 
(or more) per sample will fail during the lane merging 
step. Users are recommended to limit the lane files per 
sample and not upload all lane files. 

 – Analysis of a single-lane FASTQ file sample has been 
successfully tested up until 2x16GB FASTQ files (which 
equates to ~600M reads and 1200x Human All Exon 
V7/8 Germline sample). Samples with larger file sizes 
have not been extensively tested.

 – The Custom DNA Germline analysis pipeline has not 
been tested for all scenarios regarding design size, 
FASTQ file size, data uniformity and so forth. There 
is no down-sampling implemented and custom 
analyses can fail when unusual datasets are provided. 
The limits beyond which the analysis will fail are not 
accurately defined.

 – In rare cases, deleting a large batch of sequencing runs 
in a single operation can fail due to a timeout.

 – In very rare cases, uploads can fail due to the last part 
of the last FASTQ file of a run being uploaded twice. 
This will result in a technical failure of the upload and 
require re-upload of the FASTQ files.

https://eu.reporter.alissa.agilent.com
https://us.reporter.alissa.agilent.com
https://ap.reporter.alissa.agilent.com
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 – When automatically importing data and starting the 
analysis from Amazon Web Services (AWS), it is not 
possible to link samples using a “Related samples” 
sample group.

 – A single AWS S3 bucket cannot be shared across 
accounts or deployments for use in the automated 
import/export functionality.

 – In rare cases, the PDF report can show graphical glitches 
such as content lines being split across 2 pages.

 – When the list of enabled applications is modified or 
custom applications are activated/inactivated, the web 
application is not seamlessly in sync between the user 
performing the action and users that are concurrently 
using the web application in the same account. The 
following limitations hold:

 – Users having the manage options open when a 
custom design is being inactivated (by another 
user) can still modify the options for the 
inactivated custom design during their current 
login session.

 – The “Manage custom designs” button is out-of-sync 
for concurrent users until they close and reopen the 
“My account” view (e.g., a user is on the “My account” 
view when the “Custom DNA Germline” application  
is disabled).

 – For an active user, the enabled assay dropdown lists 
are out-of-sync for opened views when a concurrent 
user inactivates a custom design (e.g., dropdown list 
when filtering in the sample overview).

 – For an active user, the list of enabled applications 
after being loaded is out-of-sync when a concurrent 
user enables/disables an application:

 – Newly enabled applications will not show 
up for upload, give an error for analysis, and 
will not show up on the home page or in 
dropdown lists.

 – Newly disabled applications will not be 
removed from the views and will give server 
errors when trying to apply during upload or 
analysis.

 – When sorting the action log on “Details”, the table is not 
always properly sorted using that column.


